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Fall Term to plan announced, full in-person return to campus
Emily Zuniga
Staff Writer

______________________________
____

Students, faculty and
staff will be returning to in-person living and learning this Fall
Term, announced by President
Mark Burstein on April 28. The
Lawrence Pandemic Planning
Team (LPPT) worked together
with colleagues and public
health experts to create the Fall
Term plan.
According to Burstein’s email, the decision was
“grounded in the guiding principles that have framed our
planning from the pandemic’s
inception: to protect the health
and safety of our community;
to sustain our academic mission; and to support faculty,
staff, and students.”
Additionally, Burstein’s email stated that all students living or accessing campus are required to be fully
vaccinated beginning this summer. However, exceptions will
be made for medical, religious,
or “personal conviction” rea-

sons. Burstein also said that
the vaccine is “highly encouraged” for faculty and staff.
Assistant to the President Christyn Abaray said that
many medical experts and peer
institutions were consulted
before finalizing the Fall Term
plan. Throughout the process,
the LPPT was focused on the
health and safety of the Lawrence community while continuing to carry out the mission
to “deliver learning to students.” According to Abaray,
the LPPT felt that with the current U.S vaccine distribution
and the desire to be together,
in-person living and learning
was the best option.
“We’re all missing
the sense of belonging, the
sense of connection, so in the
safest way possible, we want
that to happen,” Abaray said.
Based on an anonymous survey of 90 current
students, 84.4% agree with the
decision to return to in-person
living and learning, 11.1% disagree, and 4.4% provided an
individualized response. Ad-

ditionally, based on the same
survey, 91.1% of students feel
either very safe or somewhat
safe returning to in-person
classes, whereas 8.9% feel either somewhat unsafe or very
unsafe.
Junior Bella Sgriccia
expressed concern for international students regarding the
Fall Term plan. Sgriccia is worried that, because the pandemic has made it more difficult to
obtain visas, international students who are unable to obtain
visas will be forced to defer or
will not be able to attend with
the return of in-person classes.
Additionally, Sgriccia is worried that the vaccine requirement will also limit international students.
“Not all countries
have access to vaccines; we
have to remember that vaccines are still scarce or unavailable in other parts of the
world,” Sgriccia said. “If we
were to make the COVID vaccine necessary for all students,
I believe that international students should be able to receive

a vaccine when they reach the
United States if they are unable to obtain a vaccine in their
home countries.”
According to Abaray,
Associate Dean of Students
for International Student Services Leah McSorley is working
with Wellness Services on the
details regarding the vaccine
requirement for international
students. McSorley explained
that Lawrence will assist international students who are unable to get the vaccine before
arriving once they arrive oncampus.
Additionally, several
students expressed opinions
regarding the vaccine requirement. Junior Jessica Toncler
feels good about the return to
in-person living and learning
and has few concerns about
the Fall Term plan. However,
Toncler was confused as to how
“personal conviction” would
be interpreted and why faculty
and staff are not required to be
vaccinated.
“The faculty and
staff interact with each other

and the students daily, as well
as travel off-campus to their
homes and families,” Toncler
said. “It seems to me that it
would be imperative that they
are also vaccinated.”
Abaray said that
the main reason for the difference in this requirement is
legal questions regarding the
mandating of the vaccine for
employees. The LPPT is currently investigating the legality
of mandating the vaccine for
faculty and staff.
Junior Alee Aragon
echoed Toncler’s concern for
the option to opt out of the
vaccine due to “personal conviction.” Aragon believes that
the vaccine should be required
aside from medical or religious
reasons and that this concept
of “personal conviction” is unclear.
“The campus has struggled as it
is to enforce COVID-19 policies
at times during the pandemic,
and I see that [personal conviction] loophole causing issues,”
Aragon stated.
Abaray said that the phrase

Lawrence University Food
THIS WEEK
Pantry to be institutionalized IN PHOTOS:
beginning in 2021-22
Butterfly Candle Vigil
Olivia Zimberoff
Staff Writer

____________________________________________

The Lawrence Food Pantry will officially
become institutionalized beginning next
year.
Started by Associate Dean of Academic
Success Kate Zoromski and Associate Dean
of Student Life Paris Wicker, the food pantry
has existed on campus in some form since
2017. However, according to Zoromski, the
food pantry was not institutionalized until
now due to the fact that many institutions
were not originally designed to support lowincome students. Places like Lawrence University have been working to bring resources
in line with the needs of their students, Zoromski said, which takes time.
“I think there’s a greater awareness across
the country about the connection between

THIS

WEEK

student success and food security,” Zoromski said. “It is not at all uncommon now for
universities to establish pantries that offer
basic necessities for students on campus. It’s
hard to concentrate on studying when you
don’t have access to basic needs, so I think
Lawrence is in line with many other institutions in providing resources like this to students.”
The food pantry began as cans of soup
stored in the desks of Zoromski and Wicker,
as well as other staff members, for students

who needed them, in an attempt to respond
to the fact that some students would run out
of meal swipes by the end of seventh week
under Lawrence’s former meal plan. According to Zoromski, this created food insecurity
for the weeks left at the end of the term and
became a significant issue, especially for
low-income students.
The food pantry was started in the basement of Sabin House. Zoromski and Wicker
began to purchase items and ask for donations from colleagues. The food pantry was
dependent on the generosity of the Lawrence
faculty, mostly coming from the Student life
and the Center for Academic Success. Fliers
were dispersed throughout campus and soon
the word of a food pantry was all around
campus.
Since then, it has grown increasingly large
and formalized.

“personal conviction” appears
in Wisconsin state law as an
exception for all vaccines for
students in K-12. Additionally,
this term has been used at Lawrence in reference to any “mandated” vaccines for at least five
years, said Abaray.
“This isn’t new to COVID; we’re
mirroring language that we
already use for all other vaccines that we require students
to have to come to Lawrence,”
Abaray said.
The LPPT is currently in contact with institutions that use
similar language to work to
determine the best way to interpret “personal conviction”
and to consider if and when
things will change. Abaray also
noted that they have heard
from members of the Lawrence
community voicing a variety
of stances on the “personal
conviction” clause, and it’s important to “navigate” multiple
perspectives.

Alianza, AIO, D&IC and
PAO collaborated to host
a Butterfly Candle Vigil on
April 27. The vigil was held
at Wriston Ampitheater and
aimed to honor the memory
of the Black and Brown people
who have been killed by police.
(TOP LEFT) As part of the
vigil, attendees were invited to
decorate butterfly cut-outs as
a form of individual expression.
This image features one of
those butterflies, featuring
a variety of self-affirming
phrases and messages.
Photo by Sarah Navy.
(BOTTOM LEFT) In the candle
lighting section of the vigil,
five students gather in a circle
to put their lights together.
According to a post from
Alianza’s Instagram account,
the vigil aimed to “create
a space to express, free,
and cope with the pain and
emotions.”
Photo by Sarah Navy.

The lead student pantry worker is freshman Jonnie Urban. Urban and other workers help out by unpacking boxes, tracking
inventory, making sure the pantry space
is clean and removing any expired items.
They also donate items such as clothing and
books. As the lead worker, Urban also communicates with Zoromski and other student
workers about the pantry’s needs, so the necessary donations can be facilitated.
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Weekly updates on the
status of COVID-19 at
Lawrence

COVID-19
ON CAMPUS

Incoming sophomore
event to be held May 12
Caleb Yuan
Staff Writer

_________________________________

TESTS
CONDUCTED:

ACTIVE CASES:

TOTAL POSITIVE
CASES:

Total LU tests:

19,635

Active LU cases:
4

Total LU cases:

Total Appleton tests:

Active Appleton cases:

Total Appleton cases:
8,705

49,968

109

We are in:

GREEN

LIGHT

141

Limited cases
Isolation and
quarantine spaces
available

In-person classes and activities continue
as planned, up to half of non-essential
employees can work on campus.
*data reported as of May 5

The LU Food Pantry provides a variety of food and other supplies, including a collection of canned goods.
Photo by Alana Melvin.

Lawrence University
Food Pantry...
continued from page 1

The Lawrence Food Pantry will officially become institutionalized beginning next year.
Started by Associate Dean of Academic Success Kate Zoromski and
Associate Dean of Student Life Paris
Wicker, the food pantry has existed
on campus in some form since 2017.
However, according to Zoromski, the
food pantry was not institutionalized
until now due to the fact that many institutions were not originally designed
to support low-income students. Places like LU have been working to bring
resources in line with the needs of
their students, Zoromski said, which
takes time.
“I think there’s a greater awareness
across the country about the connection between student success and food
security,” Zoromski said. “It is not at
all uncommon now for universities to
establish pantries that offer basic necessities for students on campus. It’s
hard to concentrate on studying when
you don’t have access to basic needs,
so I think Lawrence is in line with
many other institutions in providing
resources like this to students”.

The food pantry began as cans of
soup stored in the desks of Zoromski and Wicker, as well as other staff
members, for students who needed
them, in an attempt to respond to the
fact that some students would run out
of meal swipes by the end of seventh
week under Lawrence’s former meal
plan. According to Zoromski, this created food insecurity for the weeks left
at the end of the term and became a
significant issue, especially for lowincome students.
The food pantry was started in the
basement of Sabin House. Zoromski
and Wicker began to purchase items
and ask for donations from colleagues.
The food pantry was dependent on the
generosity of the Lawrence faculty,
mostly coming from the Student life
and the Center for Academic Success. Fliers were dispersed throughout
campus and soon the word of a food
pantry was all around campus.
Since then, it has grown increasingly large and formalized.
The lead student pantry worker is
freshman Jonnie Urban. Urban and
other workers help out by unpacking
boxes, tracking inventory, making
sure the pantry space is clean and removing any expired items. They also
donate items such as clothing and
books. As the lead worker, Urban also
communicates with Zoromski and

other student workers about the pantry’s needs, so the necessary donations
can be facilitated.
According to Zormoski, the COVID-19 pandemic served to make the
food pantry more visible and vital for
the students remaining on campus.
“During the early months of the
campus shutdown, parents and alumni were a key part of how we were
able to keep going,” Zoromski said.
“We had about 150 students still on
campus, and I knew there were plenty who would need the pantry in the
uncertain months to come. I came to
campus to restock shelves, there were
about 75 boxes stacked outside of Raymond House and outside my old office
in Briggs. Most were from parents and
former Lawrentians.”
At the end of this Spring Term a
textbook drive will take place, as the
cost of textbooks are very high and is
often prohibitive for many students.
Students can follow the pantry’s Instagram at @lustudentpantry.
“The current administration has
done an excellent job providing education opportunities to a much wider
range of students,” Zoromski said. “As
our student population changes, we
have to continually question the way
we operate every aspect of our campus.”

The Sophomore Launch event,
sponsored by the Dean of Students
Office, will be held via Zoom on May
12 from 6:30 to 7:45 p.m. This event
aims to celebrate first-year students
for approaching the end of their first
academic year at Lawrence and prepare them for the transition into sophomore year and beyond.
During the event, students will have
the opportunity to go into four backto-back informative breakout sessions
among a variety of staff members
from the Center for Academic Success
(CAS) and Wellness Services. Other
breakout sessions will also include
affinity spaces, having staff present
from the Diversity and Intercultural
Center (D&IC), International Student
Services and Spiritual and Religious
Life, according to Rose Wasielewski,
Associate Dean of Students and Dean
of the Sophomore Class.
During the breakout sessions,
students hear more information regarding how to best work with their
academic advisor, what to know about
studying off campus, how to integrate
wellness into student experience and
what types of experiential learning
opportunities such as services and internships are available, Wasielewski
said.
“This first year of college for this
group of students in particular has
been so unique and potentially kept
many students from being able to
engage more fully with resources,”
Wasielewski said. “My hope is that
every student that attends walks away
with some new piece of info and feeling a bit better about the transition
from this year to their sophomore
year.”
Since Sophomore Launch aims to
provide informational sources, firstyear student Cat Chu looks forward
to the event. As a neuroscience major,
Chu is interested in acquiring information about what to expect in the
next academic year, any opportunities
for studying related areas in foreign
counties and potential future career
paths in the medical field, in order to
make the most out of her future academic years at Lawrence.
“I hope to learn about opportunities
and what should and can be accomplished in my four years at Lawrence,
[and also] the resources or people I
can reach out to discuss about aca-

demic, career path or life in general,”
Chu said. “This is also another chance
to meet peers and connect.”
This year’s Sophomore Launch
utilizes a different format than previous years. During last year’s event,
the event was spread out throughout
a whole week; therefore, students
may not have been able to commit the
time to hear from a variety of offices,
said Teri Mueller, Interim Director at
Center for Community Engagement
& Social Change (CCE) and Assistant
Director at Career center. However,
because of the breakout room settings
for this year’s event, students will be
able to get more useful information
according to their preference in a very
efficient manner, Mueller said.
Besides staff from different offices, some current sophomores will
also speak at the event. Sophomore
Claire Chamberlin will be attending
the event as a participant from the
Explore SophoMORE program, which
guides sophomore students to explore
their identities, communities and purpose in a small group of peers.
In previous terms, the Explore
SophoMORE program had been meeting on a weekly basis to discuss topics such as vulnerability, leadership or
belonging, often in small groups, according to Chamberlin. Now, Chamberlin is working on her own project
emphasizing better personal care and
making more time for artistic creation.
“For me, Explore SophoMORE has
been a community,” Chamberlin said.
“It’s given me a space where I feel safe
being myself and exploring what that
means. It’s helped me see parts of myself I didn’t know existed. And it allowed me to do that work side by side
with people I respect and trust.”
At the event, Chamberlin will be
sharing information about the program and her experience as a sophomore explorer, as well as helping
people figure out whether Explore
SophoMORE suits them.
As the event is approaching,
Wasielewski encourages students to
attend the event and explore the opportunities they could utilize at Lawrence.
“While parts of your student experience can or will be overwhelming or
leave you feeling unsure about yourself or the steps to take, know that
those are also the parts that help lead
to further self-discovery and growth,”
Wasielewski said. “You’re not alone on
this journey.”

Do you have questions about any new developments on
campus? Should the Lawrentian be covering any event?

Let us know!
Send any tips to TheLawrentianNews@gmail.com.
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A recap of the Kern U.S. Open
Sean McLaughlin
Columnist

_______________________________________

April 24-25th saw the 2021
installment of the Kern US Open, one
of the year’s premier elite powerlifting meets. Many big names attended
the meet, from world record holders John Haack and Dan Bell on the
men’s side to Marianna Gasparyan
and Hunter Henderson among the
women competing. The stacked lineup
didn’t disappoint, either, as several
records fell on both sides. What follows is a comprehensive review of
these records and the overall results
of the Kern US Open:
Hunter Henderson: 75 kg squat
and total world records
A relative novice in the sport
compared to top competitors like
Marianna Gasparyan (one of her
opponents at the meet), the Kern US
Open was only Henderson’s 5th ever
meet. However, this didn’t seem to
phase her as she now holds two of four
possible records in the 75 kg weight
class. Henderson completed a squat of
295 kilograms raw with wraps, bench
pressed 147.5 kilograms and deadlifted 260 kilograms (roughly 650,
325, and 573 pounds, respectively) to
total 702.5 kilograms (1549 pounds).
This performance took the competition by storm, and her squat and
total were enough to set new world
records. With her record 702.5 kg

total, Henderson also became the first
woman to total over 700 kg in the 75
kg weight class. Her squat record also
beat that of legendary lifter Kristy
Hawkins, a world-renowned female
bodybuilder and powerlifter who has
held the Ms. Olympia title (the pinnacle of female bodybuilding), as well as
world records in squat and total, both
raw with wraps and raw overall, in
the 75 kg class. Henderson now owns
both of those records and managed
to add a staggering 12 kg to the existing total record of 690.5 kg, a massive jump in professional powerlifting.
Her Wilks coefficient (a measure of
relative strength taking into account
body weight, gender and weight lifted)
totaled 672, good enough for second
in the women’s category, after only
living legend Marianna Gasparyan,
who managed a Wilks score of 692.
Chad Penson: 90 kg squat and
total world record (in wraps)
Chad Penson certainly drew
himself some attention as he won the
overall men’s competition at the US
Open, scoring a Wilks of 642. In the
process, he also took the squat world
record (in wraps) and the total world
record in the 90 kg class. Penson hit
a third squat attempt of 400 kg, or
881 lbs, becoming the first man in
his weight class ever to do so. And
he carried this momentum into his
bench press and deadlifts, benching

232.5 kg/513 lbs and deadlifting 365
kg/804.6 lbs., enough for a 997.5 kg
total and a second world record on
the day. Not only did this total secure
Penson first place in the meet, but it
allowed him to beat out other elite
lifters like John Haack (the total world
record holder in the 90kg class without wraps) and Daniel Bell (the overall raw squat and total world record
holder in wraps).
Daniel Bell: All-time raw squat
world record
On February 21, Daniel Bell
set the all-time world record total
at a staggering 1182.5 kg/2607 lbs.
On that day, he squatted a massive
500 kg, taking a share of the all-time
raw squat record as well, alongside
Mojtaba Maleki and Vlad Alhazov. He
went one better at the Kern US Open,
managing to add 5 kg to his world
record and squat 505 kg, or 1113 lbs.
Unfortunately for Bell, deadlifts let
him down on the day, as despite a
PR on the bench at 275 kg/606 lbs,
he only managed to pull 390 kg/860
lbs, failing his last two attempts at
410 kg/903.9 lbs due to grip issues
and then a loss of balance. Bell still
managed a total of 1170 kg/2578 lbs,
good for a Wilks score of 619 and third
place on the day behind Penson and
John Haack.
Jenessa Labbate: 67 kg deadlift
world record

A pretty straightforward update
here. Labbate managed a total of 615.5
kg/1357 lbs, with the pinnacle of her
meet coming on her final deadlift
attempt. She managed to pull 255.5
kg/563.2 lbs, adding half a kilogram
to the existing world record set by
Galina Abramova in 2019. She also
managed to set PRs in both squat and
bench and put up a squat of 227.5 kg
and a press of 132.5 kg (501.5 and
292.1 lbs, respectively). At only age
26, Labbate may be one to watch in
women’s strength sports in the years
to come.
Blake Lehew: 82.5 kg total world
record
It seems John Haack has made
this report for several reasons, though
none of them quite positive. Blake
Lehew managed to take his 82.5 kg
total world record at the US Open some
10 days ago, totaling 910 kg/2006 lbs,
breaking Haack’s record of 907.5 kg
set in 2019. Lehew managed a squat of
340 kg, a bench press of 227.5 kg, and
a deadlift of 342.5 kg (750 lbs, 502 lbs,
and 755 lbs, respectively). This was
quite a noteworthy performance as,
despite flying under the radar, it did
add 2.5 kg to the record from John
Haack, who is regarded as possibly the
greatest powerlifter of all time at just
27 years of age.
Sara Schiff: All-time women’s
deadlift world record

Competing in the 90+ kg class,
Schiff managed to set the record for
the highest recorded deadlift in a raw
powerlifting meet by a woman in history. Her final attempt, a successful
pull at 287 kg/633 lbs, was her second
successful pull of over 600 lbs as she
had already completed a 277.5 kg/611
lbs lift at her second attempt. This lift
broke the world record held by Jessica
Springer at 285.8 kg set just over two
weeks earlier, on April 11th. Her last
major pull compared to her competitors was one for the books.
Nick Best: Squats over 800 lbs
and totals over 2000lbs, tears lat
Ending on a mixed note, a lifter I
personally look up to is Nick Best, who
continued to defy father time by totaling 920 kg/2028 lbs at the age of 52
while competing in the 140 kg weight
class. He squatted 370 kg/815 lbs,
benched 220 kg/485 lbs and deadlifted 330 kg/727 lbs. Everything was
on par with his training numbers up
until deadlifts. Anyone who follows
Best knows he is comfortably an over800 pound puller and has been for
decades. However, he wasn’t to be
on the day, as the second attempt of
372.5 kg/821 lbs saw him tear his left
latissimus dorsi (the largest, widest
muscle in the back). Nick bowed out
with a great total anyhow and has
since ensured followers he will make
a full recovery.

Womens’ softball leaves Ripon scoreless

Kelli Quick
Columnist

______________________________________

This past Sunday Morning,
tragedy struck: When we got to the
field, we found out our starting pitcher Emilia Jackson had fallen down
the stairs and hurt her ankle, so she
would not be able to play. This put
some pressure on the other pitchers
to perform and be on their A-game.
Freshman Lizzie Angemi and Junior
Shelby Johnson both stepped up
to the challenge and surpassed the
team’s expectations! On the mound,
they both helped to pitch two shutouts! I asked them a few questions
about the games: What were you
thinking about while you were on the
mound? Considering how you guys
switched off: Did you feel a lot of pressure to maintain the shutout progress
that the other pitcher has made or
was that not even or your mind? How
do you shut out the noise around you
to focus on the task at hand, do you
struggle with that, or what do you
do to zone them out? Lizzie said:
“Honestly, I didn’t feel a lot of pressure while pitching because I know
that no matter what happened I tried
my best and I know that my team
did all that they could out there. I

never really shut out all the noise
around me because I love hearing my
teammates’ encouragement. When it
comes down to it, I’m always thinking positive thoughts even in tough
situations, and I always know that
my team will have my back.” Shelby
then said: “When I’m on the mound, I
try to focus on myself and Ceara (the
catcher). That way, it’s just Ceara and
I pitching and catching like normal.
There’s less stress and pressure that
way. However, I do feel pressure to
keep runners off the bases. Especially
when we are only 3 or 4 runs ahead
of the other team later in the game,
there is more pressure to limit hits
and errors. When the game gets most
stressful, it’s best to bait the batters

our level and kept it that way.” Shelby
remarked: “In the second game, it
seemed that Ripon was eager to swing
away at all the pitches. That made it
much easier for me to bait them into
swinging at pitches outside the zone
or balls that were moving in a way that
led to a pop-up or ground out. I think
they wanted to prove themselves,
which made them get antsy in the box
and made my job a bit easier. The first
few innings most batters swing at the
first or second pitch, which made for
really fast outs and quick innings.”
Reflecting
upon
how
much time these pitchers have left
at Lawrence I asked them what they
still hoped to accomplish: Lizzie, as a
first-year, what do you hope to accom-

into swinging at pitches that will pop
up or be easily thrown out through
grounders.”
Next, I asked the softball
pitchers what they think we did well
in the second game that helped secure
another shutout? Lizzie commented:
“I think the energy from the first
game definitely carried out into the
next game. Although we didn’t score
as much as we wished, we still had
good energy and held a strong defense
against Ripon. We definitely played to

plish with the Softball team for your
remaining three years at Lawrence?
What are you looking forward to? She
said: “I look forward to the next three
years of softball here at Lawrence and
the friendships that I will form with
my teammates. My main goal for softball is to just have fun with it. I know
these are probably the last years I will
get to play softball, so I might as well
enjoy it.” Then I asked Shelby: As
a junior, you have one more season
left, what do you hope to accomplish

and maintain during that time left?
She responded by saying: “During
my time on the LU softball team, my
main goal has been supporting our
success from any position. I am what
is considered a utility player, which
means that I can be moved to almost
any position on the field. This makes
it easier on the team and the coaches
to fill in if there is an injury or change
in the lineup. With the time that I
have left on the team, I want to do my
best to support the success of everyplayer by being supportive on and off
the field. No matter what challenges
the team will face, I want to be ready
to help out wherever is needed.”
For my last question, I
asked them how they got into playing
softball and what do they love about
it? Were they always a pitcher, if not
where did they use to play? Lizzie
said: “I started playing tee-ball when
I was five and continued playing softball ever since. I started pitching at an
early age I think because it was just
something that runs in my family. My
brother was a pitcher and so was my
sister, so it just came to me naturally.
The best part about playing softball is
all the people you get to meet and the
friends you make.” Shelby said: “Ever

since I was a toddler (and even today)
I have always been very curious and
wanted to try everything. My sisters
were more focused on softball and
volleyball from a young age and being
the youngest sibling I always wanted
to join in and play with my siblings,
and gained a lot of softball experience from playing with them in our
backyard. I honestly cannot remember how I started pitching. From the
get-go, I have always been a utility
player, so it just made sense to work
on pitching as well. I think I’ve played
at every position on the field with
almost every team I’ve played on.
Funny story: The first time I ever tried
to play catch with a softball my sister
tossed the ball and it hit me right on
the top of my head. Every day after
that I would play catch with a helmet
on.” Shelby’s story helps to stress the
importance of why it is so important
for softball players to wear helmets,
glad you figured that one out girl!
Also, it’s normal for these athletes to
also wear sunglasses so they don’t get
blinded by the sun, and it’s very clear
that Ripon left theirs at home last
Sunday, or maybe it was just that our
pitchers were too good, either way,
they were clearly not on their A-game.
#RiponGotRippedApart
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By Rachel Robrecht

Previously: After Zander discovers that Spacemart manufactured his coworker Ethel in an artificial womb, he decides to bring her
down to the surface of the nature
preserve planet to meet with his
mysterious old friend, Waylen.
Ethel restrains herself from
pressing her face to the window of
the shuttle as they make their descent
onto the planet. Zander’s only just
learned her real name, and the last
thing she needs is him watching her
display of her childlike wonder and
deciding that “kid” is probably the
most apt thing to call her, after all.
Not that he seems to be paying her
much attention. Instead, he stares
grimly at the bags of rations in the
seat next to him. She’d raised a brow
at him when he packed them away
and he’d mumbled something about
how it was only polite to bring a gift.
Satisfied that Zander’s focus
will remain elsewhere, Ethel allows
herself to keep hers trained on the
view outside, though she carefully
schools her expression into one of
disinterest. At first, she sees the
planet as a sort of swirl of green and
brown and blue and white, only able
to make out the edges of coastlines
beneath the cloud layer as they get
closer. Then she can differentiate
the drifting swirls of white from the
snow-capped poles, or the dust of
snow atop mountain ranges, as the
texture and dimension of the surface
comes into focus.
There’s a beauty in the rippling,
sandy seas of desert, and the craggy
edges where cliffsides meet the seas.
But what really fills Ethel with awe
are the forests. From a distance they
look like carpets of moss, or even
grass, both things she’s seen small
patches of on the colony ship where

she grew up, and some of the cities
she’s worked in. The form of the
individual trees, when they get near
enough to make those out, is even
familiar— She recalls a small tree
in a city square, somewhere wellestablished enough to afford plants
for vanity, rather than just for sustenance or oxygen supply. It isn’t
until the shuttle slows its descent to
coast along the treetops, however,
that Ethel can truly begin to appreciate the sheer size of the vegetation
beneath her. The tree from the city
barely exceeded her height, while
these would dwarf her.
When they reach a break in the
tree line, the shuttle stops in place
before starting to slowly lower to
the clearing below. Zander taps the
transponder strapped to his wrist
and sighs.
“Well,” he says, “I hope you
brought your hiking shoes.” Ethel
decides against pointing out that
they’re both sporting the same company-issue boots.
Slinging one of the ration bags
over her shoulder, she follows Zander
out of the shuttle and towards the
edge of the forest. She can’t help
the open mouth stare she gives the
trees, now that she’s up close. The
diameter of some of the trunks is
easily three or four times her wingspan, and she has to crane her neck
to even approach seeing the tops
of them from the ground. Zander
glances back at her and catches her
expression, the corners of his mouth
quirking up, almost fond.
“One of the few good things
Spacemart ever did, deciding to
leave this planet alone,” he tells her.
“Imagine how many hundreds of
years it took for these to grow, and
how quickly they could’ve levelled
it.” She nods, too dumbstruck for
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a verbal response, and he presses
on with an uncharacteristic passion.
“They missed out on a lot of ore, too.
They were practically foaming at the
mouth to strip mine this place, until
we kicked up a fuss.”
“We?” Ethel asks. “Meaning you
and Waylen?”
Zander frowns. “Yes, we were
both involved. But the protest movement was far bigger than just the two
of us.”
Ethel drags her fingers over
one of the moss-covered trunks, fingers coming away damp. “So that’s
how the two of you met,” she says,
thoughtful. “Protesting.”
Nodding, Zander adds, “We
were damn good at it, too. The stunts
we pulled…” He smiles, a little wistful, as animals chirp and chatter in
the background. “They never stood
a chance.
“Wait, if you were protesting
Spacemart… How’d you end up working for them, if he ended up… Well…”
There’s a lot of descriptors that might
apply to Waylen. “Fugitive” seems
the most accurate, though “criminal”
could work as well. Perhaps even
“terrorist,” though that may be too
harsh.
The smile slips off Zander’s
face. “People change,” he shrugs.
“Sometimes the line in the sand is
in a different place for you than it is
for them, and sometimes one of you
is more capable of compromising
than the other.” The transponder on
his wrist beeps at him and he looks
down at it. “Why don’t you ask him to
explain it to you?” he asks. “Waylen’s
just ahead.”
Join us next week for another
installment of Spacemart! Missed a
chapter? Catch up on lawrentian.
com.

Skirts, Friends and
Music!
By Kelly Foy

As I was thrifting today, I was
struck by many marvelous maxi
skirts. There were floral, striped,
plaid and so many more types.
However, I was even-more-struck
by the t-length skirts. I found the
most mesmerizing skirt. It was black
with blue flowers up and down it.
It was literally calling my name. It
was quite peculiar that I found this
skirt because I’d just recently realized these were even in fashion. I’d
seen a TikTok a couple days ago of
another lady’s thrift haul and saw
this beautiful t-length skirt. Next
thing I know, voila! It’s mine.
Perhaps this is a recent trend.
I remember I tried to pull off a
long-ish skirt my senior year of highschool and someone back-handedly
remarked, “Oh, I’m not confident
enough to pull that off” leaving me
quite well… not confident. However,
I’ve always been in awe of long flowy
skirts. They’re emblematic of everything I want to be; flowy, free, chic,
all the good things! They remind me
so much of running freely through
a field and nothing else really matters. I need more of those vibes in
my everyday life. They’re also super
versatile. Whether you’re just going
to a picnic, hanging out with some
besties, relaxing or just having yourself a nice day skirts are always the
best idea.
Ever since October when I
began watching documentaries and
reading up on the legacy of Laurel
Canyon I’ve gotten really into the
fashion trends that blossomed during that era. Long dresses, flowy
skirts and shirts, floral clothing, bell
bottoms, you name it. I realized that
a lot of these clothing trends coin-

cided with the music that was being
made. Since there was a lot of music
being made about freedom and liberation during the 70’s, it’s interesting to see how that gets reflected
in the clothing. The one thing that
really struck me was the flowy skirts
and how much it added to a performance. I remember watching a
couple of the concerts from the 60’s
and just seeing the way these clothes
told stories, and at times just as
much as the lyrics did.
Now, flash forward to the 90’s.
These knee length skirts were super
in. The best proprietor of these skirts
that I can think of is Rachel Green.
She was an absolute relic of 90’s
fashion. I can recall a couple episodes where she’s rocking a knee
length skirt and some cropped white
tank top. Ugh, chefs kiss! However,
to stay along with the theme of
Friends, Phoebe also wears many
skirts. Except Phoebe wears these
intensely long maxi skirts which give
her a witchy look. Whereas Rachel
comes off as much more hip and chic.
It’s super interesting how we assign
the different lengths and flowiness of
skirts to different eras. Well… maybe
it’s only cool to me. I’ve always been
enamoured with the fashion choices
for the women in friends. They each
have such distinctive wardrobes that
correlates perfectly to their character’s personalities.
I wonder which length of skirt
will come to define the 2010’s or
even the 2020’s. Also, I wonder if
other people are as into skirt lengths
and their impact on fashion history
as I am. I’m betting that the miniskirt is coming back; which I’m not
at all mad about. What do you think?

By Celeste Reyes
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Some Choice Words
By Willem Villerius

To Whom it May Concern
By Grace Reyes

Salt, Blade, Disappointment,
Whisper,
Hurt,
Straighten,
Ambiguous, Enlarge, Uncertainty,
Wing,
Development,
Similar,
Electron,
Stable,
Concession,
Trail, Sell, Overeat, Interface,
Deteriorate, Cope, Fantasy, Young,
Spine, Troop, Treaty, Corner, Fix,
Lighter, Attachment, Facility,
Film, Misplace, Glow, Respectable,
Organize, Democratic, Compound,
Message, Customer, Brick, Doctor,
Soul, Rugby, Cool, Rock, Note,
Balance, White, Battery, Drama,
Van, Vain, Spray, Communist,
Celebration, Conflict, User, Faithful,
Execution, Elegant, Reach, Labour,
Mourning, Stake, Aviation, Still,
Clique, Greeting, Wash, Communist,
Regret, Literature, Well, Module,
Tell, Participate, Transfer, Fair,
Bus, Commission, Know, Union,
Contemporary, Disgrace, Defeat,
Smart, Category, Formal, Overeat,
Timber, Save, Frog, Cellar, Promote,
Dressing,
Joint,
Experience,
Simplicity, Cylinder, Origin, Late,
Intervention, Memorandum, Shop,
Casualty, Incapable, Performance,
Seize, Scene, Basis, Ministry,
Immune, Planet, Substitute, Tired,
Absent, Deny, Debt, Reduction,
Family, Reputation, Utter, Stroke,
Firefighter,
Copyright,
Link,
Despise, Wedding, Lot, Hero, Palace,
Level, Cylinder, Brake, Date, Card,
Obligation, Indulge, Baseball, Knife,
Road, Drama, Favorable, Emphasis,
Curtain, Reliance, Publicity, Lick,
Mastermind, Gain, Circle, Pleasant,
Fraction, Sermon, Project, Bus,
Scene, Clue, Struggle, Discriminate,
Affair, Division, Trip, Koran,
Choose, Recording, Haunt, Candle,
Harbor, Staff, Wear, Cooperation,
Link, Ball, Snatch, Extract, Hurt,
Texture, Seal, Cold, Laborer,
Adoption, Car, Environmental,
Unique, Admiration, Admission,
Fastidious, Virus, Coffin, Burial,
Throne, Disability, Debut, Cotton,
Loyalty, Film, Elect, Lover, Activity,
House, Scheme, Small, Nationalism,
Heart, Venus, Particle, Photograph,
Intelligence, Parade, Charity,
Dominate, Toast, Craft, Shave,
Owe, Replacement, Uncertainty,
Eject, Pitch, Brush, Factory, Lung,
Survey, Tape, Equation, Net, Export,

Panel, Couple, Sailor, Applied,
Notice, Staff, Thigh, Crystal,
Sulphur, Bracket, Delay, Think,
String, Food, Vain, Brown, Heavy,
Rugby, Prejudice, Uniform, Loot,
Absent, Instrument, Secure, Team,
Finish, Ride, Glimpse, Dictate,
Foot, Variety, Charity, Horror, Rise,
Theory, Cutting, Tune, Exception,
Movie, Tooth, Guest, Testify, Sister,
Metal, Personal, Coalition, Discover,
Evaluate, Soprano, Aunt, Company,
Clothes, Treat, Enfix, Particular,
Rabbit, Established, Fork, Orgy,
Widen, Alcohol, Trolley, Transform,
Governor, Profit, Evolution, Piece,
Reception, Chance, Crouch, Athlete,
Decoration, Condition, Overall,
Pudding, Monstrous, Manner,
Ceiling, Grief, Proclaim, Modest,
Feminine, Potential, Gesture,
Gap, Popular, Waiter, Throne,
Stir, Board, Hide, Industry, Cane,
Sense, Dealer, Belly, Formal,
Salon, Wind, Researcher, Bride,
Detective, Permanent, Colony,
Houseplant, Crutch, Broadcast,
Overcharge, Assembly, Laser,
Funeral,
Decorative,
Poetry,
Corner, Cheek, Lunch, Cream, Ride,
Grant, Cat, Rib, Prize, Copy, Offer,
Headline, Hostage, Mourning,
Complete,
Space,
Vegetarian,
Dismiss, Rehabilitation, Advertise,
Expectation,
Rotation,
Cord,
Comfortable, Reluctance, Director,
Harm, Volcano, Side, Series,
Appearance, Relinquish, Harsh,
Global, Check, Decay, Nuclear,
Shoulder, Tendency, Remunerate,
Discount,
Goalkeeper,
Mask,
Forestry, Fresh, Sigh, Intermediate,
Unfair, Recycle, Sand, Strike, Hope,
Movie, Comprehensive, Gap, Color,
Have, Computing, Celebration,
Enter, Reptile, Kill, Merit, Calm,
Case, Advertising, Inflation, Fund,
Dedicate, Cooperative, Surface,
Warm, Guerrilla, Attack, Crouch,
Context, Generation, Impulse,
Executive, Sun, Tank, Fibre,
Glare, Reluctance, Glide, Criminal,
Insert, Bucket, Patience, Abolish,
Conservation, Edge, Layout, Hay,
Rotate, Chapter, Soar, Old, Alarm,
Pan, Disagree, Mud, Departure,
Talented, Calorie, Agriculture,
Brilliance, Harsh, Lamb, Frame,
Flour, Skilled
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An open letter — India

Tapashwi Karki
Columnist

_________________________________________________________________

My name is Tapashwi Karki. I was born in Kathmandu,
Nepal, a country wedged between China and India. Nepal is home
to me and a place that I cannot help but love. While I love home
and could endlessly tell you the beauty of where I am from, today
I write to you as a South Asian mourning.
If you did not already know, India is mourning the lives
of hundreds of thousands of people. With record death tolls for
the country being newly set every day, India’s hospitals are being
overrun. The patients who are lucky enough to secure spaces
and hospital beds are often forced to share ventilators with other
patients. Those who are not lucky are often people who cannot
afford to buy their way into bed or access their way into better
areas and hospitals. These people who don’t have access in India
are the ones who are dying in parking lots. If you couldn’t tell why
the situation was bad before, you certainly have an understanding
of it now.
However, the scope of damage does not end here. India,

up until their major outbreaks, was supplying vaccines to over 90
countries and now without the ability to even support themselves,
these 90+ countries are also suffering. The ones struggling the
most are the countries India borders–Bangladesh, Nepal and
Myanmar. With no access to second doses of vaccines, these countries are forced to face the new strains that came in from India
without any forms of protection.
As someone from Nepal, I am struggling to watch the
news. The streets I drove by and the stores are I visited are all in
the background of new reports of mass deaths and hospitalizations. Knowing that the people I love and care for at home do not
have access to a vaccine while I am fully vaccinated is stressful.
However, something that has been helping me navigate this new
stress and unease of mourning with these countries I identify
with, has been finding resources to support India. Supporting
India allows for other countries to also mitigate damage. Looking
for and reading about resources to help are crucial in turning the
pandemic around back at home.
While I am navigating my emotions this way, it is not
the best method for everyone. Therefore, please make sure to

keep a lookout on the spiritual house Instagram and your emails
as Spiritual House will be hosting a conversation about the issues
going on in these countries and about COVID next week. These
conversations will allow a space of vulnerability and support
through what are dark times for many countries.
I understand that reading about this can be challenging
when you do not identify with these countries. It can be challenging to grasp mourning that isn’t directly tied to you. Furthermore,
while it can feel like this is not your place to act, understand that
supporting these countries through donations, sharing resources
and calling for awareness is more than enough and, in fact, is
crucial for help during this time. You should also keep a lookout
on Lawrence’s social media pages for resource lists to support and
help India.
Even though this is a testing and demanding time, by
coming together in support of each other and our global backgrounds, we can help navigate through the next few weeks. A little
bit of help goes a long way.

Photo Feature: London Centre—
Week Five with Caroline Garrow

Buses block Tottenhm Court Road in anticipation of anti-lockdown protestors.

The Albert Memorial.
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Revolution Treehouse: Jenny Zhang
Lucian Baxter
Columnist

_________________________________________________

Welcome to Revolution Treehouse, your corner of the
Lawrentian for all things creative, outspoken and change-making! Art of every form is an evocative and efficient vehicle for
political ideas, ranging from the protest music of the Vietnam
War era to the graffiti transformation of confederate monuments during summer 2020. This column aims to share great
art and cool facts about important historical and contemporary social movements with the Lawrence community because
knowledge and inspiration make us powerful. Welcome to
Revolution Treehouse!
Writer, poet and essayist Jenny Zhang was born in
China, raised in New York and educated at Stanford University;
her writings reflect the complexities of those histories and
experiences. Growing up in Shanghai, young Zhang was an avid
storyteller, but she became very uncomfortable with speaking
after immigrating to the United States at four and a half years
old and having to start over with a new language. In a May 2020
phone interview, Zhang reflected that she “had an identity crisis
at the age of five, because the thing [she] loved to do the most for
the first five years of [her] life, [she] wasn’t able to do anymore”
(Kane 2020). As she tried to communicate in English, having
people laugh at her attempts or simply not understanding made
her give up on speaking for a while, but it also fueled her passion
for writing; once she learned how to write in English, it “became a
safe haven for [her], a place where [she] wasn’t accented or [her]
face didn’t determine how someone thought of [her]” (Bromwich
2017).
Zhang earned her Bachelor of Arts in Comparative
Studies in Race & Ethnicity at Stanford University, and she got her
Master of Fine Arts in Fiction from the Iowa Writers’ Workshop at
the University of Iowa. Zhang remembers that her teachers “told
[her] to never write for the internet, to only write for publications
that are archived by the Library of Congress for all of eternity.
They were very biased by a lifetime of institutional support, and
also speaking from their experiences of being white men who had
had a certain kind of writing career” (Lynch 2020). Contrary to
the advice of her privileged teachers, Zhang found an audience
writing for the online teen magazine Rookie and discovered that

there was another way to be a writer than how her professors had
taught, a way where she wasn’t bound by ancient literary rules.
One way in which Zhang has defied the ancient, restrictive literary conventions of her academic career is through her
use of malapropisms. A malapropism is when one mistakenly
switches one word for another similar sounding word, and it is an
organic way to experiment with language. Her first collection of
poetry, “Dear Jenny, We Are All Find,” got its name from emails
Zhang received from her mom; Zhang said the inspiration came
from her mom’s grammatical error, saying she “liked this idea
of being found and being find, rather than being fine, because
in some ways I never feel fine” (Kane 2020). Feeling completely
fine is often unattainable, so the appeal of such a malapropism
is relatable; it sets the imagination loose to consider what other
states of being we can explore other than merely “fine.” Coming
to a new language as an immigrant is a challenge, but also has
so much potential to bend and break old, worn ways of thinking,
and this dichotomy of struggle and beauty is apparent in Zhang’s
malapropisms.
The nuance of the Chinese American experience, especially as it pertains to language and literature, was lost on Zhang’s
classmates in graduate school. She writes that she felt “both coveted and hated” for her identities as a Chinese American and as a
woman; her white cohorts believed that her race and gender gave
her an unfair advantage at getting her writing published, thereby
turning themselves into the victims (Zhang 2015). She recalls a
white dude who “exclusively wrote stories about white dudes” and
who proclaimed to her that no one would pay attention to a name
like his because he was white and male (Zhang 2015).
In a Buzzfeed essay entitled “They Pretend to Be Us
While Pretending We Don’t Exist,” which examines the tradition of white voices speaking over BIPOC voices in the literary
world, Zhang remembers a white classmate who wanted to write
‘obscure’ ethnicities into her stories to make them more competitive, trying on Zhang’s “Otherness” to advance her “value in the
literary marketplace” (Zhang 2015). Zhang retorted, “I don’t think
they wanted to grow up as an immigrant in the United States. I
don’t think they wanted to experience racism and misogyny on a
micro and macro level, be made to feel perpetually foreign no matter how long they’ve lived here, and be denied any opportunity to
ever write something without the millstone of but is this authen-

tic/representative/good for black/Asian/Latino/native people?
hanging from their necks” (Zhang 2015).
In the same Buzzfeed essay, Zhang exposed a more
extreme example of white writers co-opting otherness. Michael
Derrick Hudson, a white American poet, stole the name Yi-Fen
Chou from a high school classmate in order to help his poems get
published. When one of his poems was included in the 2015 Best
American Poetry anthology under this pseudonym, his theft came
to light, and he admitted that he used that name whenever a poem
had been rejected several times, as he believed it would increase
his chances of being accepted. Zhang wrote that Hudson did “what
any white man who could not bear the thought that his whiteness
might keep him from success would do: take on the name of the
ultimate model minority!” (Zhang 2015). Hudson, as a white male,
enjoys the most privilege an individual can have in our society and
was then able to benefit from assuming an Asian disguise without
having to live through the racism and tokenization that Asian
people deal with on a daily basis. This racial identity theft has a
name: yellowface.
Zhang speculated that Hudson likely has no interest in
examining how his whiteness helped his poetry career, but she
is happy to discuss how the Chinese identity Hudson so casually
assumed has impacted her career and how she is often asked to
give her intellectual and emotional labor for the education of
white people; she has frequently been published without compensation in publications where she is the lone writer of color,
and she feels morally obligated to pull her work from unethical
publications even though she has few places to publish as it is. Her
Chinese identity is not a costume for white men to wear and profit
from.
Zhang centers Chinese-ness in her writing by leaving
some text untranslated, sometimes by using Romanized Chinese
words and sometimes by using Chinese characters. In her short
story collection Sour Heart, which features Chinese American
immigrant families, she tailors her language choices to each
individual in her stories, depending on how old they were when
they emigrated from China and how much Chinese it would make
sense for them to remember.
Language is something Zhang doesn’t take for granted
because of her relationship with her own family; she and her parents speak different languages. Zhang feels very close to her.

Photo Feature by Astra Medeiros
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Movies, Movies, Movies

Creative Writing Club Serial Story:
Episode Five

Olivia Sibbet
Guest Writer

______________________________________

Smoke from the sopping fire-

Levi Homman
Columnist

______________________________________

Promising Young Woman,
2020, directed by Emerald Fennell
— 2/5 Stars
Content
Warning:
Promising
Young
Woman
addresses
difficult
themes
including, rape, assault and
abuse.
Promising Young Woman is
nothing if not divisive and thoughtprovoking. Emerald Fennel’s 2020
Oscar-winning directorial debut has
divided critics and casual movie fans
alike, sparking a conversation around
sexual trauma in an unprecedented
way. The film’s title is a reference
to “promising young man,” a phrase
used in the courtroom to refer to the
infamous Brock Turner, who sexually
assaulted Chanel Miller in 2015. From
this title alone, the film makes its goal
clear: it wants to tell a woman’s side
of the story. While Promising Young
Woman successfully tells that story,
thanks to some fantastic performances from its cast, its message often gets
lost in its glitzy, all-too-bright façade.
Full spoilers follow.
The film opens on Cassandra,
or Cassie, played by Carrey Mulligan,
hunched over and alone at a bar. Her
arms are outspread, resting on two
seat cushions, evoking some not-sosubtle imagery of a religious martyr. The film quickly explains, over
the following 20 minutes, that Cassie
is seeking a sort of revenge for her
childhood friend, Nina, who died in
the wake of being raped in medical school. To compartmentalize this
trauma and speak truth to power, she
pretends to be drunk, and when men
take her home and attempt to violate
her, she reveals her sobriety and gives
them a scolding.
While this seems empowering
in theory, it seems oddly convenient
that few of the men – three that are
seen in the film and an implied many
more – react negatively or get violent.
This is the film’s first seemingly unintended departure from reality. There
is certainly an intentional surreal tone
to the film as a whole; the soundtrack
is an upbeat, pop-infused mishmash

and the text during the opening credits is a pink, glittery font straight
out of the early 2000s. But the way
these men shrink away and become
small when Cassie lectures them does
not seem to be part of this deliberately unreal feel, especially in a movie
about such real, traumatic issues.
This disconnect from the real
issues culminates in the movie’s final
moments. With the help of her loveinterest-turned-villain Ryan, played
by the strikingly funny Bo Burnham,
Cassie tracks down Nina’s rapist,
Al Monroe, played by Christopher
Lowell, at his bachelor party, disguised as a stripper. When she threatens Al seeking a confession, Al gains
the upper hand in an altercation and
murders Cassie. At first, we think
he’s gotten away with it, but soon
it’s revealed that Cassie anticipated
her murder and mailed a package to
be delivered to the police before she
left, with enough evidence enclosed to
arrest Al. So, in these final moments,
as Al is arrested at his own wedding,
the camera flies through a “winky
face” emoticon in a pre-scheduled
message from Cassie to Ryan. The
audience is clearly meant to feel an
impact here; as the credits roll, a
bass-heavy pop anthem called “Last
Laugh” plays. Contrary to Fennel’s
intentions, though, this ending feels
empty. While Cassie may have gotten the “last laugh,” she and Nina
are still dead, and it seems directly
contrary to the films overall message,
a message of how deeply systemic
these issues run and how stories like
these are wrapped up in a nice bow
by male-dominated systems like the
police. Other critical viewers may also
point to the way that Cassie deliberately deceives other women into
thinking that they or a loved one has
been assaulted, which seems contrary
to Cassie’s intended perception as a
slick, unstoppable protagonist.
While Mulligan, along with her
co-star Burnham, deliver fantastic
and brutally real performances, neither can prevent the film from feeling
unearned and hollow. While certainly
a conversation starter, Promising
Young Woman, in the end, says virtually nothing at all.

wood twisted into the low cloud cover.
“So, you don’t want to swim or
play cards or go for a hike. What do
you want to do?” Diane sat slumped
in her camping chair.
“I don’t know.”
Lizzie’s mother heaved a sigh.
“Kiddo…” Diane sat forward in her
chair, “Lizzie, look at me when I’m
speaking to you.”
Lizzie didn’t want to. She knew
what her mother looked like, she knew
that Diane’s hair was plastered to her
head with grease, she knew her eyes
were bloodshot, she knew there was
the fleck of blood sitting like a beauty
mark just below her left eye.
Diane stood, and knelt in front of
Lizzie. She took the girl’s hands, moving and adjusting her unfamiliar grip.
Lizzie met her eyes, dragging her gaze
from the red drop. Her mother was
looking at her the same way she did
the day of the funeral.
“Is this about Kingston?”
A pebble weighed on Lizzie’s
tongue. “No.”
Diane sighed, as if that was all
the confirmation she needed. “If I
could stay home and teach you, I
would. But I can’t, and public school
didn’t work out. This is all I can do.”
Her voice cracked, and she cleared
her throat.
Lizzie said nothing. She didn’t
like to repeat herself.
Diane’s grip tightened, pulling Lizzie’s eyes back into focus. The
girl’s breathing was growing heavy.
She started counting in her head, the

way Ms. Pollak taught her. It never
worked like it was supposed to; it
never stopped the pink slips or the
visits to the principle.
“It wasn’t bad,” she said.
“Kiddo…?”
“Boarding school will be bad.”
She pulled away from her mother’s icy
grip, “And Dad wouldn’t have done
this if he was still here.”
“Lizzie,” Diane stood, arms at
her side. The campsite brightened
with a passing cloud, casting a pallor
over the woman’s features. “You don’t
mean that.” The wind blew her hair
over her shoulders. “I’m going for a
walk.”
It took less than five paces for
Lizzie to shoot from her seat, and
gasp, “Why do you always leave?
You’re never there. You always leave!”
She repeated. Hot tears pricked her
eyes as she stared at her mother’s
back.
“I do not always-”
“You do! You always do!” Lizzie
stomped the ground, her sneaker
sticking to the mud. “You—you even
left when dad was sick! Daddy was
sick and you still went away!”
Diane spun, something new in
her eyes. “Elizabeth. Stop this.”
The girl wiped her face with
fast, broad strokes, as if clumsy speed
would hide her wet cheeks. “The doctor said dad was going to die and you
left the next day! You went away!”
Her mother shook like the San
Andreas had made its choice, but
Lizzie felt more still than she had ever
been, more still than any of her teachers, her counselors, her mother had
thought possible.

“Why are you saying this, Lizzie,
what is the point of this?”
Lizzie sobbed, the noise echoing
across the water, sounding the way
she imagined El Ahogado did. A clean,
cool raindrop mixed with the hot salt
water on her cheek.
“Because if Dad was here, he
would stop you. Because you hate me
and you always have. And Dad. If you
loved us you would have stayed—” Her
voice was too tight, cutting herself off,
strangling the words in her throat.
“If you loved me you wouldn’t think
of me as a problem. I wouldn’t go to
Kingston.”
She shut her eyes tight, sealing away the wetness, keeping the
pain back in her skull. Lizzie wanted
everything to go away, wanted to sink
into the mud and blackness, and be
consumed by the flashing colors playing on her lids.
Diane’s arms engulfed Lizzie,
and a hot, wet cheek rested on her
shoulder. “I’m sorry. I love you. We
can figure it out. I love you. I’m sorry
you ever doubted that.”
The heavens let go, small wet
drops pattering on the ground, dashing the water and wetting their hair.
Lizzie opened her eyes and stared
at the grey clouds spilling down to
them. Diane stood, and covered her
daughter.
“We should get to cover,” she
said, brushing a lock of hair out of
Lizzie’s face, “or else make our way
into the lake; my mother always took
me swimming when it rained.”
Lizzie stared up at the looming
woman and thought, Why does she
keep bringing that up?

Album Review:
Liquidator by The Harry J Allstars
Caleb Carter
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Socially conscious lyrics are one
of the hallmarks of reggae. Of course,
reggae artists cover a broad variety of
subjects with their songs, from love to
religion. Some may simply aim to convey generally optimistic vibes to their
audience. However, artists like the
legendary Bob Marley, Burning Spear
or Peter Tosh helped advance reggae
beyond its early days as straightforward dance music to music that could
raise the political awareness of listeners by speaking out against oppression. But what then is left when reggae
lacks lyrics entirely? Liquidator by
the Harry J Allstars is an influential
early instrumental reggae album, and
unsurprisingly, the lack of lyrics might
throw some listeners for a loop.
Under the employ of Jamaican
producer Harry “J” Johnson, the
Harry J Allstars were comprised
of a cast of session musicians who
recorded backing tracks and instrumentals. Johnson’s eponymous Harry
J Studio continues as a reggae hub
to this day, but when Liquidator was
recorded in the late 1960s, it provided an ideal recording environment
for studio musicians, and eventually
drew in reggae greats like Bob Marley
and The Wailers during the 1970s.
Released in 1969, Liquidator emerged
on the threshold of reggae’s entrance

to the mainstream. In fact, the popularity this particular album enjoyed in
Britain contributed to lifting reggae
into the spotlight. The studio musicians on the album included Aston
Barrett on bass, drummer Carlton
Barrett, guitarist Alva Lewis and
Winston Wright on organ.
To modern ears, Liquidator
sounds like late-60s’ cheese distilled down to its purest form. The
Hammond organ featured so prominently is practically the definition of
tacky, and the lack of vocals draws
even more attention to the antiquated timbres. Comprised entirely of
instrumentals, some tracks on this
album could even draw unfortunate
comparisons to muzak. This album’s
campiness is even further exacerbated
by some bizarre musical quotes: “Jay
Moonwalk” directly lifts the wellknown bugle call “Reveille” and plays
it on organ over a 16-bar blues form.
If one can stomach the cheese,
the absence of lyrics on Liquidator
does have some advantages that contribute to an enjoyable overall vibe.
In place of vocals, melody becomes
an especially conspicuous part of this
record, and for all the album’s kitsch
a number of tracks are genuine earworms. The fan-favorite title track
“Liquidator” is incredibly catchy and
found popularity as walk-on music
for UK football teams. The following
track, “Don’t Let Me Down,” and “Je

T’aime… Moi Non Plus” several tracks
later both have unforgettable melancholic melodies that add a touch of
sentiment to an otherwise happy-golucky album.
When I played part of this album
for a friend, he jibed “I like how
easy this music is to not listen to.”
Admittedly Liquidator may not stand
up to close scrutiny from contemporary listeners who want music with
insightful messages or timeless instrumentals, but it is a fantastic album to
put on in the background while working on other tasks or relaxing. After
all, the whole point of an instrumental
album is the atmosphere. For all its
gaudiness, this album does an excellent job of feeling quirky but relaxed,
even when the music derives inspiration from serial killers like “Jack the
Ripper.”
But for those who have little
patience for instrumental music and
find lyrics to be an essential part of the
experience, it might still be possible to
enjoy the fruits of this album as performed by other musicians. After all,
Harry J’s work as a producer involved
a fair bit of cross pollination with
other artists, and some instrumentals
found their way into other songs. As it
turns out, the title rack “Liquidator”
provides the instrumental backing for
Tony Scott’s vocals in his song “What
Am I to Do.”
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Lauren Woodzicka

Student Recital: Juan Hernandez

“It was just so surreal to be able to
play it in the recital,” Hernandez
commented. “That piece meant so
much to me.” It incorporated three
movements, which were the “most
challenging to put together,” accord-

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Juan Hernandez performed
his junior recital in the chapel on
Saturday, April 24, for a mixed inperson and virtual audience. The chapel was able to hold fifty socially distanced guests, and a livestream was
recorded for those unable to attend
in person. Hernandez played four
unique pieces for a captivated audience. In preparing his lineup, he said
that he wanted to share something
different and include a diverse program that would stand out.
The opening piece, “Three
Romances,” composed by Clara
Schumann, included lyrical and
soft movements. “It was important
not only to match the style but to
evoke emotions through the piece,”
Hernandez said. The piece soared
through three movements, which
demonstrated Hernandez’s emotive
playing and musicality. The second
piece, “Danza de la Mariposa,” composed by Valerie Coleman, incorporated Latin styles and reflected
nature.
Hernandez began his search for
music over quarantine by browsing

Junior Juan Hernandez performed his junior recital on Apr. 24 in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Alana Melvin.

YouTube, and came across a piece,
“Lamentos Bajo el Mar,” composed
by Salvador Espasa, which caught
his eye. Hernandez was looking for a
piece in Spanish in order connect to
his “background and his roots.” He
commented that he wanted a piece,
“closer to my heart,” so he reached
out to the composer in Spanish and
received a copy of the piece. This

piece was the most challenging to
perform. It incorporated air sounds
and flutter tongue, as well as other
contemporary techniques. Hernandez
shared that he had “never done a lot of
extended techniques in contemporary
music” and this song pushed him out
of his comfort zone. The contemporary technique of the song introduced
Hernandez to a whole “new world of

flute,” since he sang and played at the
same time. “The flute can do so many
things. It’s kind of crazy,” Hernandez
said.
The fourth piece, “Duo for Flute
and Piano,” composed by Aaron
Copeland, was a piece that Hernandez
heard when he was 11 years old, and
he thought to himself that he would
like to play it when he was older.

Comic Sans and Dyslexia
Rukmini Raman
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The world of typography and
graphic design loves to hate Comic
Sans. Initially developed for Microsoft
in 1994 by Vincent Connare, the
kitschy nature of the font that has
made it so notorious was actually
intentional. As illustration digitized
along with plain text, there was a
hole to be filled when it came to system fonts to accompany different art
styles. Visually, a doodle character
simply couldn’t be accompanied by
a speech bubble filled with exclamations in Times New Roman. Enter
Comic Sans. Unsurprisingly adapted
from the typical print found in comic
books, with particular reference to
The Dark Night Rises, the font did
just what it needed to.
Thirty years ago, Comic Sans
took off. People were suddenly spoiled
for choice when it came to the typesetting of their emails and Christmas
cards — and everyone loved the playful Comic Sans. What Connare once
described as “wonky” was a cheery
and familiar imitation of handwriting
in felt-tip pen, and suddenly it was
everywhere.
As graphic design became a formal area of study, the font’s ubiquity made it an easy target. Now that
digital art has all but replaced handdrawn methods for everyday needs
like posters and invitations, the motley charm of Comic Sans has lost
its place. With the immense control
of typeface afforded by technology,
design standards have tightened like a
noose around everyone’s favorite font.
Now, any designer could draw up

an itemized lists of Comic Sans’ faults.
Much preferred are elegant serif fonts
with consistent kerning, inter-letter
spacing within a word, mirrored letters like b and d or p and q and
calligraphic weight-balancing, which
allows a stroke to thin where curves
meet lines — the delicate lettering
of a lifelong scribe made accessible
to the masses, not the heavy hand of
pulp fiction. While embellished typefaces are often less legible, they offer a
gravity to the text, which is why fonts
like Times New Roman and even the
scrawly Garamond give much more
tasteful impressions.
All the disdain for Comic Sans,
though, overlooks an unintended
but invaluable asset; it is incredibly
dyslexia-friendly. The slightly uneven
spacing and quirky characterizations
of each letter make them far more
distinct than formally accepted fonts,
keeping the graphemes from running
together or getting out of order as
much. Especially due to its mimicry
of the way humans instinctively write
to make our natural inconsistencies
more legible, Comic Sans optimizes
readability. Combined with larger font
sizes and other accessible formatting,
many, though not all, dyslexic people
have cited the font as a game changer
when it comes to reading.
There are, of course, other
options that are at least more accessible than the ever-looming Times New
Roman. Helvetica, Arial and Verdana
check several boxes for readability
out of being sans serif, having lengthy
descenders and ascenders, such as
g, y, p and q or b, t, f and h; wider
kerning and differentiation between
similar symbols, such as the lowercase

“L” and uppercase “i”; and mirrored
letters. But no standard font combines
all these qualities as effectively Comic
Sans. Taking matters into their own
hands, several dyslexic designers have
also come up with their own fonts
to increase readability, but many of
them are purchase-only, while freely available versions like Dyslexie,
OpenDyslexic and Read Regular still
require installation and aren’t always
well-known or compatible with all
software. Plus, they all employ similar
design features to the ones that earn
Comic Sans its clumsy reputation. For
many, Comic Sans is by far the best
option, and the only obstacle to using
it is an institutionalized disdain from
people who really aren’t affected by
font choice.
It is up to abled people to let go
of aesthetic or empirical convictions,
especially those set without the expertise of disabled leadership, in order
to achieve accessibility. The scarce
number of studies on dyslexia and
font readability have found no significant benefits to using Comic Sans and
instead point to fonts like Verdana
and Courier as more accessible, but
the scientific community has yet to
even identify the source of dyslexia,
and such studies are notoriously misrepresentative and poorly designed by
researchers with limited understanding of disability or neurodivergence.
In competent pursuit of accessibility,
disabled people themselves must be
recognized as the authorities on the
subject, and in the case of dyslexiafriendly fonts, deconstructing the elitist derision of Comic Sans would be a
significant step.

Illustration by Jae Franklin.

ing to Hernandez. The movements
held contrasting moods and tempos,
and the piece was lyrical, similar to
“Three Romances.”
Hernandez shared that it was
incredibly important for him to have
a diverse program, which stands out
from the traditional repertoire of
classical music that is dominated by
white male composers. “I think it’s
important to bring diversity to the
program, so that was my thought process going into that,” said Hernandez.
“Three Romances” was composed
by a female composer, “Danza de la
Mariposa” by a Black female composer and “Lamentos Bajo el Mar” by
a Spanish composer.
There
were
challenges
Hernandez faced in having a primarily virtual performance, but he was
grateful for having a “somewhat normal” recital, since many were able to
enjoy it in person. Those who missed
the recital can still access the recording on the Lawrence Vimeo page.

The Book
Club
Mikayla Henry
Columnist

______________________________________

Though we luckily got to see the
sun briefly earlier this week, the dreary weather has once again returned to
us, as we saw severe thunderstorms
on Sunday night. Between the flashes
of lightning and the occasional thunderclap, I was reminded of the classic
mystery novel opening line, which
usually points out that, “It was a dark
and stormy night…” The following
sentence normally depicts a tearful
maiden approaching the detective
with her troubles as he sits in front of
his fireplace, smoking his cigar. With
this trope in mind, I settled on this
week’s prompt — my favorite mystery and thriller novels. While I love
an old-fashioned Sherlock Holmes or
Hercule Poirot mystery, sometimes it
is nice to be surprised with a modernday thriller that has an interesting
twist, such as the acclaimed Gone
Girl, so this list will probably have a
mix of both.
The first thriller I will be recommending for this week is Before I Go to
Sleep by S. J. Watson. The main character of the story, Christine, wakes up
each morning without her memories
— the main thing that defines us.
According to her husband, this is due
to a tragic accident she had years ago.
As a result, Christine wakes up every
morning, her husband reintroduces
himself and shows her pictures from
her past, and she goes to bed that
night only to start the cycle all over
again the next morning. But, after a
call with a mysterious neurologist, she
finds a diary in her closet where she
has been recording her daily events,
memories her husband had told her
about, and stunning revelations she
has had in the past. But as the pages

add up, Christine starts noticing various inconsistencies in the information she has been given and tries to
sort out the truth of her broken past.
I have reread this book quite a few
times since I thought the concept was
absolutely fascinating, and I genuinely
don’t think I’ll forget it anytime soon.
If you want a good modern thriller
with a clever twist or two, this would
be a great book for you.
The second book I want to
mention this week is a classic murder mystery called Murder on the
Orient Express by Agatha Christie,
the “Queen of Mystery” herself. Many
will recognize this title, since it is the
most famous Hercule Poirot mystery
and has had several film adaptions as
a result. Our famous detective finds
himself heading home to London on
one of the world’s most luxurious
trains, the Orient Express, after solving another mystery in the Middle
East. After the train stops due to a
snowstorm, a murder is discovered
and the readers are introduced to
numerous suspects, none of which
are who they appear to be. It is a classic Poirot mystery with a spectacular
twist, so if you’re in the mood for
a good old-fashioned whodunit, this
would be the perfect place to start.
The last book for this week’s
recommendations is more of a modern whodunit and happens to be one
of my favorite books. In Anthony
Horowitz’s Magpie Murders, readers get not just one mystery, but two.
Susan is an editor for a classic crime
writer named Alan Conway, who is a
modern-day Agatha Christie, of sorts.
As she and the readers enjoy his latest
mystery, Susan slowly becomes convinced that the story is mirroring real

See page 11
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Regarding the loss of herd immunity
Petunalina Bobards

Staff Writer
_________________________________
I was lucky that I didn’t
have any classes on that Tuesday
morning.
I had a paper for my economics class due that morning in the
winter of 2020. The essay prompted
us to share our personal and economic
reactions and predictions about the
new virus that had just entered the
United States. I had swiftly typed up
my paper the night before, so confident in my answers that I had even
printed it out.
However, I woke up
Tuesday morning only to find that my
predictions of the future were flipped
upside-down overnight. My response
to whether or not I thought Lawrence
would see any changes to its Spring
Term due to the virus was particularly
short-lived. The night before, I was
sure that, at most, we might have
to wear masks for a couple of weeks
Spring Term. But by Tuesday morning, my friend’s university had shut
down for the year. Suddenly, I wasn’t
so sure about my response. I was
lucky that I didn’t have any classes
on that Tuesday morning—since the
virus had changed so quickly, I had to
rewrite my entire paper before turn-

ing it in. Just a few days later, I,
like many other students across the
United States, was packing my bags to
go home.

ing us that the vaccination rates are
too low and the variation rates are
too high is beyond difficult news to
receive.

we hoped that a vaccination would be
found and distributed quickly enough
for a normal second half of the year.
Now that this school year has come

be able to still have in-person learning
and living next year, I am still coming
to terms with the fact that it almost
certainly won’t be the in-person living

It’s easy to forget how
quickly the virus and its life-altering
impacts snuck up on us. The restrictions of COVID-19 have been normalized for over a year now. Long gone is
the element of surprise. We’ve become
used to having our hopes let down as
a few weeks became a few months.
Again as that stretched into a year.
Quite possibly, yet another wave of
disappointment is around the corner.
Twitter users, news readers and TikTokers alike have probably stumbled across the recently
published New York Times article
about herd immunity. Or rather, a
lack thereof. Once seen as an exit
ticket out of this pandemic, the article states that the consensus among
scientists and health experts is that
the herd immunity threshold “is not
attainable — at least not in the foreseeable future, and perhaps not ever.”
Instead, “the virus will most likely
become a manageable threat that will
continue to circulate in the United
States for years to come.” This has,
justifiably, caused an uproar of reactions globally. Amongst a wave of
great vaccine news, an article inform-

While we have had over a
year to let our new reality settle in,
it is important to remember that we
need to let ourselves feel the emotions that come with the never-ending
changes and setbacks that come our
way. Although the pandemic has been
one ongoing situation, it’s consisted of
unpredictable twists and turns along
the way that impact our lives over and
over again.
Without downplaying what
it means to lose another person, the
pandemic has caused a different type
of loss, one that can mimic grief in a
way. The loss of normalcy, the loss of
expected futures, the loss of experiences and many other aspects of life.
With this loss, it is natural for one to
feel a whole range of emotions and
thoughts before accepting reality. This
is especially so, given that we are still
in the midst of this ongoing loss; we
will only continue to feel these things
each day that goes by.
Like many other college
students, I hoped that social distancing during the spring of 2020 would
be enough for a normal 2020-2021
school year. When that didn’t happen,

and gone, we are simply hoping for a
normal one next year.
While
Lawrence
has
revealed their intentions to return
to in-person living and learning next
school year, this article serves as a
grave reminder that, although we are
making great strides to make our way
back to regularity, the future remains
unclear. With this realization comes
another wave of mourning for the
expected experiences we have lost and
will continue to lose.
For myself and other students who will not be graduating this
year, this looks like an awareness that
the rest of our college experience-in fact, the majority of our overall
experience--won’t be going back to
normal. That there will not just be a
term or a year of could-have-beens,
but in fact, that will be our overall
college experience. These range from
thinking of the classmates you might
have become friends with had they
been more than a black rectangle on
your screen, to thinking about what
study abroad would have been like.
Although I have high hopes that,
despite what this article states, we will

and learning I know. It’s accepting
that the virus will still exist and will
likely impact the rest of my experience here, even if not so drastically
as before. It’s feeling the clock ticking
and realizing how much time I spent
waiting to go back to normal, only to
realize that it’s not coming and my
college experience is happening now.
As we continue to see more
news about uncertain futures, it is
important to let yourself mourn what
you have lost, both the big and little
things. In the process, refrain from
comparing your situation to others,
as your own personal experience matters, no matter how it may compare
to the “worse” experience of others.
No matter how familiar the pandemic
has become to us, don’t forget that
this abnormal experience came out
of nowhere and that you have every
right to feel whatever it is that you do.
Try speaking with friends or others to
work through these feelings, as you
might find that more people relate to
you than you think. Overall, remember to give yourself time and patience
as you grieve these unexpected losses.

I’m not going to stop paying you
	 Reading Luther Abel’s
“What in the World” column last
week, I had many thoughts — one
of which I feel obligated to respond
to as the current editor-in-chief of
The Lawrentian. In the most recent
edition of the column, Luther writes,
“Most campus jobs exist only to exist.
[…] For that matter, Lawrentian staff
don’t need to be paid. Campus jobs
are created not because the roles are
necessary, but because it’s included in
financial aid packages as an offset for
ludicrously high tuition.”
Before I address his claim
that The Lawrentian staff should not
be paid, I would like to just quickly
respond to one of his other proposals
for Lawrentians to venture into shiftwork during the school year to pay

words in the world to discuss the sexual harassment and the “fluctuations
of job satisfaction” that I experienced.
The point I would like to
address most fully, though, is one
which admittedly made my eyebrows
wiggle like no other. I found myself
in quite an interesting position as
Editor-in-Chief, reading one of my
writers declare that The Lawrentian
staff should not be paid. I actually
plan to do just the opposite.
My favorite part of working for The Lawrentian is finding
new ways to pay students, whether
that be by creating opportunities for
guest illustrators, collaborating with
the Creative Writing Club or knocking on Payroll’s door... or asking our
lovely Managing Editor to continue to
knock, that is.
I enjoy this aspect of my
job for several reasons — one reason
being that Lawrence’s price tag makes

is the lowest increase we’ve had in
years frustrates me like no other.
But another reason why I
seek out opportunities to pay students
is because it makes our organization
more accessible. Let’s not lie to ourselves— The Lawrentian**** has not
been accessible or inclusive.
Our hiring practices were
excellent examples of what not to
do if you’d like to create an ethical
and welcoming environment. And,
while I speak in the past tense, I
do recognize that there is still ample
work to be done in terms of making
The Lawrentian more equitable. But
cutting the pay is certainly not the
answer.
If The Lawrentian stopped
paying its staff, we would be faced
with a very similar argument as to
why unpaid internships are unethical;
it would reduce opportunities for students who may not be able to dedicate

important for our school newspaper
to be accessible to all students, to
allow people to gain relevant experience and maybe even learn a little
bit. If a student intends to become
a journalist, believe it or not, The
Lawrentian is probably their best
opportunity to get some experience at
Lawrence University.
Making The Lawrentian
more accessible is not just a campus issue, though; this is a national
issue for journalists. The American
Society of News Editors set a goal
back in the late 1970s to have the percentage of racial and ethnic minorities in newsrooms match that of the
American population. This goal was to
be reached by 2000.
It wasn’t.
Today, roughly threefourths of newsroom employees are
white, and racial and ethnic minorities make up approximately 40% of

representation and reliable reporting. By creating more inclusive newsrooms (working environments in
which minority workers are not just
hired but are also valued and supported), we improve the organizations
as well as the material we produce.
This creates a more equitable and
better-informed country. There are
only advantages to actually doing our
jobs to represent and inform our audiences.
As NPR said in September,
“Diversity is not a problem to be
solved but an opportunity to be realized. The stories of those whose voices
have been missed — or silenced or
misrepresented — due to systemic
racism and blindness can only make
our coverage more meaningful, relevant and compelling.”
The Lawrentian has an
opportunity to improve, but eliminating our staff’s pay will minimize any

for their education. As someone who
has worked shiftwork while taking a
full load of classes, I have much to
say. However, there just aren’t enough

me quite bitter. Thank God, though,
it’s only a 2.66% increase this year!
While this may be the lowest increase
we’ve had in years, the fact that this

their time to unpaid labor, simply
reinforcing class immobility.
As a university without a
journalism department, it is especially

the U.S. population. These numbers
simply don’t match.
On a national level, our
newsrooms are lacking in terms of

efforts we have made to make this
organization more inclusive.
So, Luther, I’m not going to
stop paying you.

Molly Ruffing

Editor-in-Chief
_________________________________

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions. For the full editorial policy and parameters for submitting articles, please refer to the masthead, which is located on the back of each edition.
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Repeat After Me: You deserve a break

Sarah Matthews

Columnist
________________________________
				
I think it’s safe to say that everyone is
feeling a little more than burnout this
week. We’re just over halfway done
with the term. The world is starting
to feel warm and sunny again. We’re
all itching to escape to the outside
and run away from our priorities. I’m
finding it hard to even wash my dishes at this point. Everything seems to
take three times as long as it should.
Even as I confess how tired
I am from doing work, I’m still doing
it. I get myself up every morning and
I go through my tasks. As much as a
struggle it is, I turn in my work and I
make deadlines. Even though I’m still
staying on top of my work, I find it
hard to take a true break.
I’ve always been really bad
at relaxing. To me, everything I need
to do feels so urgent that I just can’t
take a break. When I do try and relax,
I spend my time running through

The Book Club

continued from page 9
life events, filled with greed, lies and
foul play. Soon we find Susan start-

my to-do list, thinking about how
I’m going to get everything done this
week. Because of this, I kind of feel
like I’m always slightly panicking,

on pushing through procrastination, this can end up being toxic.
In a world where “busy culture”
is often over-glamorized by social

much time competing over who is the
busiest person and too little time taking care of ourselves.
With students being in the

While I encourage you to
weed out the people who will make
you feel unproductive this reading
period, I also hope you take time to

so any time off doesn’t actually reenergize me.
I know I’m not the only
one suffering from a weird combination of procrastination and feeling
the need to overachieve. Even though
I’m trying to unlearn basing my selfworth off of my academic success,
my progress is slow. I feel the need
to constantly prove that I deserve a
break at school.
Even writing this article is
an example of how I overwork myself.
And don’t get me wrong. I love writing articles, but this isn’t due for a
few days. I still have time to work on
it. I’m not even close to missing the
deadline, but I still feel the need to
push myself and finish it right now.
If anything is on my to-do list, then I
question why I would even try to take
a break.
Even though I pride myself

media influencers, I think we easily
forget that taking breaks is essential
to being productive. If we don’t take
time for ourselves, we give up all of
our energy without gaining anything
in return.
Because of this, I have a
complicated relationship with knowing when to take a break. I know that
if I don’t stop and rest, I won’t be
able to complete everything I need in
a thorough and efficient manner. On
the other hand, when I see everyone
around me somehow balance a million things in their lives, especially at
a place like Lawrence, I see myself as
lazy and unworthy of any free time.
While I love the Lawrence
community, I think everyone, including myself, tends to only talk about
how busy they are. Almost as if we
live off the thrill of overbooking ourselves, I think we spend a little too

middle of midterm exam season and
midterm reading period, I offer you
some advice. Don’t spend your energy
around people who are only going to
talk about how much work they have
to do. While I see the importance of
venting about our over-the-top list
of things that need to get done this
week, it can also make people feel
like they’re not giving their all when
in actuality that’s all they have been
doing for the past six weeks.
Plus, we have to remember
that we’re in the middle of a pandemic. Not only is it time for midterms, but we’re experiencing a really
traumatic and life-changing event,
all at our own pace. I promise that
you don’t need to be doing everything
at once in order to take a break.
Honestly, in my opinion, simply
existing right now is a good enough
reason to take a break.

check in on yourself and see if you’re
doing the same thing. I know I need
to stop and focus on just how much
complaining and venting I have been
doing to people in my life who are
struggling just as much as I am.
Make sure that you’re filling your weekend with people who
give off lifting energy. In addition,
make sure you’re sending some
positive vibes in return. There is not
enough of that going around campus right now. Above everything,
though, remember to put yourself
first. Seriously. I know doing well on
your midterms might seem like the
most important thing right now but
making sure you’re safe and healthy
is the most important thing. You are
worthy of all good things in your life,
and you deserve a break. Take one.

ing an investigation of her own as she
tries to figure out what story Conway
is actually trying to tell. I absolutely
love this book and couldn’t put it
down the first time I read it. If you

can’t decide between a modern-day
thriller or a classic Sherlockian mystery, this book is truly the best of both
worlds. And, if you love it as much as
I did, then you will be happy to know

that Horowitz has recently released a
sequel called Moonflower Murders,
which I cannot wait to read.
That’s it for this week’s recommendations! I wish all Lawrentians

good luck on their midterms if they
have any, as well as a restful reading
period. If you have the time, hopefully
you’ll be able to pick up a good book
or two.

Like us on
Facebook!
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Photo Poll

Sarah Navy

Staff Photographer

How do you feel about the café closing for construction?

EDITORIAL
POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
that appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s Editorial Board.
Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be emailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by email should
be text attachments.

“Picture says it all.”
— Esther Mullen

“0/10.”
— Astra Medeiros

“I’m disappointed that they don’t
have any gluten free options.”
— Gaby Hernandez

—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.
—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline
—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency, accuracy and grammar.

“I am upset about it.”
— Kelly Vences

“It could’ve waited.”
— Stephany Pichola

“I understand that construction
takes a while, but using the app and
having to go all the way downstairs is
annoying.”
— Ellie Lutterman
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—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 500 words.

Members of
the Associated
Collegiate
Press

Help the environment.
Recycle this newspaper.
“It could’ve been done over summer
at a point where less students are on
campus and less reliant on the cafe.”
— Jonnie Urban

“....”
— Hannah Jones

“I like it since we’re busier
downstairs. I get to see more kids,
and I get to work with my old
friends!”
— Kara Vervort

